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NATIONAL ADViSORY COMMITI'E'E FOR AERONAlJ"'TICS 
TECHNICAL NOTE No . 1373 
CR~TS FOR 1~ DETERMl~ATION OF SUPERSO~~C 
AIR FLOIl AGAINST INCLINED PLANES AND 
By W. E. ~oeckel and J . F . Connors 
SlJMIvIARY 
A set of char ts is presented for the convenient determination of 
floW" conditions behind a shock '·:-aye and at the surface OJ. inclined 
pl.:mes 8...Tld axially symme J1'ic cones located in a uniform frictionless 
supersonIc air stream. 8hock angle, static -pressure coefficient; 
static-pressure ratio} totaJ-l-reS8 re ratio, Mach number ratio) and 
veloci.Juy ratio for t1>lO-d':"me .. "lsiona and conical flow fields are 
:plotted i'or a range of f.cee-stream }.jach numbers from ::' . 05 to il;finit:: . 
The char ts for two-dimensional flm, , .. ere calculated from theoretical 
r~latloliS for oblique shocks in frictionless air streams . The charts 
for flow against cones were obtained from soluttons previously 
r8ported. A chart of th2 Prand GI-Meyer relations for t"lO - dimensional 
isentropic flo., around cor ners is also presen~ed . 
INTRODUCTION 
The deflection of a uniform supersonic air stream produced by 
a~y obstacle in the streru~ results in the forma~ion of a shock wave . 
As tl:e air flovlS through -1jhio s!1ock wave, it is compressed (raised 
t,.J a bigher static pressu2':'e) and its "felocity is reduced. Because the 
entropy of the air increases in passing through a shock, the total 
-.1reGSl.Te of the air stream is a130 reduced . If the shock is not 
nOF1l1al to the free - stre.:1m flow direction, the fl.ow direction Is 
changed in passintS through the ohock . The theory of compression 
shocks indicates that , if friction is neglected , the conditions 
ihlffiediate~' behind the shock arc completely determined by the con-
d.:..ti.ons of the free stream and the ungle between the shock 'Nave and 
free-stream flow directions . In order to prodict the conditions a7-
tho surface of an obstacle in the stream or in the field between the 
shoc~': and the surface, it is tlleref(..'re necess8.r-j" to know the relation 
beti-Tce 1 the geometY'J 0:" the obstacle and the angle of the resul t:i.ng 
shoc:~. 1'his relation has been determined for only a few simple} but 
very impor tant , geometric elements, among which are the inclined 
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plane surfa.ce and the aXially sy!C!jOOt,ric cone. The cl.larts presented 
are intended to provide) ::'n convenient and complete form) the theo -
retical relations requirE:,"<l to determine the supersonic flovT against 
these two types of obstacle and the condHions immediately behind any 
shock vrhen its dir etion is lmO\ln . The ,:,qua\jlons used to compute the 
charts for flow conditions behind a shock and on the surfaco of an 
inclined plane were derived from those given in ref6rence 1. The 
charts of the conditions on cone sUl'faces were constructed from data 
~resented in references 2 to 4. A chart giving the P~andtl-Meyer 
relations for suuersonic flow around corners (discussed in refer -
ence 5) is also presented. 
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SYMBOLS 
The f ollowing symbols are used in this r~port: 
local sound velocity 
(
2 ,1/2 
critical velocity) ?l gRT I y- / 
gravitational constant 
veloci ty component pal'allel to shock 
Mach number 
ratio of free-stream velocity to critical velocity, (qO/acr ) 
total pressure 
static pressure 
velocity 
ga.s constant 
total temperature 
static tem~erature 
velocity components parallel and perpendicula.r, respectively, 
to the free-stream direction 
Mach angle 
~--- ---
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cp a.ngl.e oetyeen s1,.o:)k and flow direct j on al1ead of shock 
1 ratio of specific heats 
" angle bet1-leen flow ahead of' and behind shock 
Gc cone haJ£-angle 
Ow a!1g1e 'ueb-reeil inclined plane 8,J."J.d free-stream directIon 
p density 
IV aI'l..gle through .lhicll flow is 0xpar.ded (Prandtl -IvIeyer theory ) 
Subscript8~ 
o conditions in atrea.m before shock 
1 conditions behind silOck (or before Prar:dtl -Mcyer expansion ) 
2 condj tions after Prandtl-Meyel~ expansion 
c conditions on cone surface 
IV conditions on surface of inclined ~lane 
cr critical values 
max maximum values 
DESCRIPTION OF 'PliO-DIMENSIONAL AND COl ICAL FLOW 
A sketch of a w"edge vrith one surface parallel to the free-stream 
direction and the other surface inclined at an angle e,v is preser_ted 
in fjgure 1. The flow of a frictionless supersonic air stream 
against such a wedge may be described as follows : As the air stream 
passes through the shock attached to the leading edge of the >Tedge , 
it is deflected upward through an angle ". If e
" 
is less than a 
certain maximum value. "wax dependent on the free - stream Mach 
number Mo, the shock is attached to the leading edge (fig; 1) . The 
flow" direction is then constant in the entire field between shock and 
surfacej the surface aTh310 is equal to the angle of deflection 
"(,hroug11 the oblique shock ( ,,::: ew) ' Ti e compression of the flo v, 
.Thich must result from such a deflection, takes place abruptly through 
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the oblique shoc:<: wave emanatlng from the leading edge. If the wedge 
is assum~d to extend an infinite distance downstream, the oblique 
shock is straight and of constant intensity to infinity, which means 
that (a) the flovT is deflected an equal amount 'vrherever it passos 
throug!l the shock and (b) conditions behind (downs'~ream of) the shock 
are everywhere equal. The ii1tensity of the shock for a given value 
of MO is a function of the shock angle Cf>, which is in turn 
dependent only on " . For f3w :::" = 0, there is no flow deflection 
or compression and the shockwave becomes a Mach wave. Tbe shock 
angle -cP is then equal to the Mach angle 13::: sin-ll/Mo. As Bw 
is increased} the shock angle and, consequently, the shock intensity 
increase . vllien Bw reaches a certain critical value Acr} which 
depends on Mo, the flow behind the shock becomes sonic (Ml::: 1.0) . 
For values of 8v, greater than Acr the flow behind the shock is 
everywhere subsonic (Ml < l.C) . 
Whon Bw reaches a certain maximum value Amax (slightly 
greater than "cr) the shoc;r wave becomes curved and stands upstream 
of the leading eage. The flovT behir~d the shock is no longer uniform; 
the deflection of the floi-T in :passing through the shock varies from 
point to point> dependi~~ on the angle of tho shock at that poInt . 
The angle of deflection of the flow " is no longer to be iden-
"l:. ified with the surface inclination Bw and the conditions on the 
surface are no longer the same as those immediately behind the shock . 
As Sw is further increased beyond Amax, Cf> and Pl continue 
to increase , but A decreases. When e.,., reaches 90°, the shock 
ilaVe is normal to the free-stre.:un. direction over the entire area 
ahead of the surface and the flO"\v deflection through the shock is 
zero . 
If the shock is attached to the leading edge of the surface, 
the flow past the lower S1.1rf'ace of the wedge shown in figure 1 
remains unaffected because it is parallel to the free-stream direction . 
When the shock becomes detached, however, the flow from the upper 
region, which is now subsonic and at a higher pressure than the free 
stream, will expand around the leading edge into the lower region. 
This expansion .Till result in a compressive deflection of the free 
stream in thD.t region and a consequent extension of the shock i'rave 
into the lower region. When B.T exceed s "max' a complete bovr wave 
will therefore appear, which is normal to the free stream just ahead 
of the leading edge. The lower half of the wave, however, will degen-
erate into a Mach wave at some distance from the wedge because the 
I 
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f1mT bohlnd the shock is expanding to frec-str 08.lli conditions, On 
the other ha:.ld , if t hl; ,fodge is of jnf ini te eyteD'1j as as.mill'3d j the 
upper he,ll of the shoc~( wave maintl3,:i.ns a finite, intensi ty . 
5 
A descriFtion of supersonic flow past a symmotrical cone with 
the axi.s parallel to '(j,lle free - stretiTIl direction (fig . 2) is analogou, 
in several respe cts 'td th the doscription of flow' ove r inclined 
surfaces g i von prevj,ously. The shock ang:e c::.nd tho shocl\: ill'Lensi ty 
again v[l.ry continuo1.1sly with Gone half -angle ee up to a maximum 
value ec max beyond 1vhich the shock 1)ecomf)s det:lch3d from the , 
cone tip and stands ahead of the cone as a bm.; wave . The important 
difference lies in the fact that, even with the shock attached, 
the condi tlons in the field l)etl-roen the shock and the cone are not 
constant. After the compr ession through the ehock '",ave, thei.'e is 
a further compression of the flo., between the shock and the cone 
surface. The streamli ne s behind the spack are therefore curved and 
tho COlle half·-anglo ee cannot ce identified with 'the angle of flNT 
doflection through the shock A. The condition of U.e flow 1l1lille -
diately behind t he sheck} hm,;over, i s determined from the oblique -
shock r e latj_ons prev),o uE' l y described i f the shock angle cP is known . 
The relation between this chock [;;,ngle .:md t11e cone angle Ilnd the 
conditions on the cone sur face must be determined by integrating tho 
different i al equation for aXially symmetric conical flow, This 
equation has been derived, in d ifferent forms .. by Taylor and 
MuccoU ( references 2 and 3) a nd by BUSeIIkl.nn (reference 6) . Tho 
Iluthors of references 2 and 3 carried out the inte,3ration of thetr 
e qu::l.tion for Mach nUILbers up to 8 and for shock angles up to those 
obtained for ec _max • 'I'he integration of BuseIDfJ.nnfs equationwlls 
carried out by funtzche and Vlendt (referonce 4) for Mach numb ors to 
infi.nity and for all shock angles . No at tempt ha s been made in this 
par,or to recalculate the results. The over -all agreement beLlmen 
the tvo independent calculations already made is deemed sufficiont 
to assure their accuracy . The data for the charts on conical flow 
wer e meroly r eplotted and cross -plotted in this report for the sake 
of completeness and greater accessib i lity . These charts apply only 
to cones at an angl e of attack of O. Tho0retical discussions of 
conical flov; at angles of attack may be found in refer E:nces 'I and 9. 
The preceding d::'scus sion is ooncerned only 'vi -;;h def'_ect:ons of 
the flow resulting in compression. Condi t ions res ulting from an 
expansion of t he flmr around a portion of an obstacle inclined awa~' 
from tho flow direction, such as the tra1Ung port1.on of a wing , can 
also be theorotically d eter.m~ned . If the flow i s two dimonslonal, 
the Prandtl-Meyer theory £'01' expans::.on around corners j s usod 
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(ro-c'eronce 5) . A chart is inch:ded in this p8.per glVlTlg the Prandtl-
f1eyor rolations up t.o a Mach number of 4. The [lSO O"i.~ this chart is 
BubsequGn~ly descr~bed. 
DESCRIPTION OF CHflRTS 
Total -pressure ,ratio aCl'ass shocks. - Because the compression of 
~he flow through a srock is riot~mtr0pic , the total pressnre of the 
stream beh1nd tl16 shock is less than that of the free stream. ~'he 
retio of tbe total pl'essures behind and ahead of the shoGk Pl/Po 
depends only on the shock angle cp und on the Mach number before the 
shock ~~. (See appendix; equation (16).) This relation is plotted in 
fjgure 3 for values of Me from 1.2 to 15.0 . Because the additional 
compression bet'veen the shoc:~ and the cono surface is assumed to be 
isentropic) this chart may be uscd to find the total pressure in a 
conicel as well as a two -dimenslonal field. T.!e intercents of these 
curves at cp = 900 correspond to a normal shock, ~Therea's the other 
limits of the curves at PI/PO = 1,0 corres~ond to the Ma~~ angles . 
Chu.n~e in flo':Ji2.~~tion} ~~~c pressure.! . and Mach __ ~b~ 
across oblique shocks . - 'l'he oblique - shock relations between angle of 
flow deflection A and shock angle cp, static-pressure coefficient 
(Pl/:90) - 1 
j static-pressure ratio and Mach number ratio ? /'lJiOu 
J.11 /Mo are plotted in figures 4 , 5,6, and 7, respectively, for 
soveral free - stream r~ch nwmbers Mo . The flow against inclined 
plane surfaces is directly determined from tt'3se charts . 
In these figures , two shock solutions are given for each 
A < Amax . "[hen a plane surface is inclined at an angle 8vr < Amax' 
tl:e solution indicated by the solid lines is by far the more likely 
to occur in practice. There is experimental eVidence, however, that 
the dotted-line solutions occur under special conditions (reference 9) . 
Except for such special cases) the dotted upper portions of the curves 
are useful in pra.ctice for determinlng only the fla", conditions 
i~ediately behind various portions of a detached shock wave if the 
angle of the wayo is knovm at each point . If a detached shock is ,-. 
complete bow wavo, whose angle cP with the free-stream direction 
varies from 900 down to the Mach angle) then each point of the curycs 
for a given value of Mo is represented by a point on the beN wave 
occurring at that value of !-.10 . The form of such a bmf "ifaVe has not. 
yet been theoretically determined but must be determined by oxperiment . 
-------- ~-------- ---- - ------' 
t 
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The tneoretical det8rmi~ation is complicated because for such shocks, 
a mixture of subsonic and s .... lpersonic flow exists in the field behind 
the shock and because the field is not uniformly isentropic . 
As an example of the use of the charts in figures 3 to 7, con-
sider a symmetrical wedge of half ··angle ew::: 10° a.t an angle of 
attack of 0° in an air stream of 1l1ach number MO::: 2.0. In figure 4, 
the shock angle cp is 39.2° . The static -~ressure coefficient from 
f'igure 5 is 0.128 and the s t.atic-pressure :!.~atio P1 / PO is 1. 7 (fig .6). 
The ratio of the Mach number in the field behind the shock Ml to the 
f ree-stream Mach n'..;mner MO from figure 7 is C.82; therefore} Ml is 
1.64. From figure 3, the tota! .. ··pressure ratio is found to be 0,993. 
The values of ~ in figure 7 for 'fhich Ml reaches 1 . 0 are 
slightly less than \na.x; that is, the flow behind the shock is 
a1:cead;)' slightly subsonic befo:!:'e shock detachment occurs . For 
I.;tO = 2. 0 , for example , Ml/Iv10 = 0.5 when A = 22 . 7° J whereas 
Amax == 22 .950 
Flmr -cast axially s':'1lMetric cones . - Graphical solutions of 
the d lffeY;Iyt-ial equatio~ for the axially symmetric conical f i eld 
hay€: been de termined for all shock angles and all free -Fl"~_" ,::m Jv:ach 
numbers in reference 4. The shoc:c angle and the pY0f ' U ' o " '" ,j::..' i ,}J.ent 
are p l ot ted in reference 4 against cone half -anglE: f('~ · ~ .r :_ rJ.l8 values 
of Mcr . These t,;o charts are replotted in figures 8 ar.~ S f or 
various values of Mo, "'hich is a simple function of Mcr ' (See 
apIJendix) equat i on (7).) The integrations carried out in refer-
ences 2 and 3 'fere less compr ehensive than those j n reference 4 
and covered only the solid-line solutions (figs, 8 and 9) for Mach 
numbers -up to 8.0. Wi thin thi s range , the two method s \fere cOIn.pared 
at a mlmber of points and were fo .... md to be in complete agreemen"!:; 
wi tr'in the error in roadlng the values from the respective charts. 
This error in readability i-TaS .abo ·t ±O . 5° i'nr the sbock angle and 
about ±O. Ol for the pressure coefficient. Figures Band 9 , although 
~Iotted on a more readable scale, are therefore limtted to the 
accuracy of the reference charts . The faiTing of curves through the 
points , however, should average out some of the reading errors. 
An examination of figure 9 ShovlS that the shock angle cP 
increases \fith half-angle of the cone ec up to a maximum angle 
eC,maX) wh:.ch is considerably greater t.han "max found for t w'O-
dimensional fImf (fig . 4). Again there are two solutions f'or the 
shock angle at each ec < eC}IDax ' In this case} hmfever} no exper-
Imental evidence is known for the occurrence of the brol:en-line 
solut~ons, The flow conditions i mmediately behind a conical shock 
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are still determined from the two-dimensional o1:>liqut',l shock relations 
of figures 3 to 7 once the shock angle cp has been determined for a 
particular cone angle, 
The presou-re coefficient at the snrface of the cone 
is plott.ed against cone half-angle Bc for all values of 
ure 9 . 
(pc/po) - 1 
7Mo2 Me in fig-
The ratio of static pressure on the cone surface Pc to the free -
stream: static pressl1re Po is plotted for t-1o::: 1.05 to 2.0 in fig-
ure 10(a), for Me::: 2.0 to 6. 0 in figure 10(b), and for Me::: 6,0 
t o 15 .0 in figure 10(c). The data .Tere calculated from figure 9 . At 
Bc ::: 0) the static pressure at the cone surface Pc is the same as 
Ghe static pressure behind the shock Pl' both for the normal-shock 
solution and for the Mach angle solution. (Compare figs. 9 and 10 
1-lith figs. 5 and 6 ) 
The ratio of the Mach numbor at the cone surface Mc to the free-
stream ~ech number Me is plotted against cone half-angle in fig -
ure ll(a) for Me::: 1.05 to 2.0 and in figure ll(b) for Me::: 2.0 
to 15.0. These curves were calculated from the pressure ratios of 
figures 6 and 10, as explained in the appendix (equation (18)). The 
critical ec' for which the surface Mach number Mc is 1 .0, does 
not closely correspond with the maximum angle for which the shock 
romains attached to the cone tip Be,max' For Me::: 2 .0, for example, 
Mc ::: 1.0 when Bc::: 36,40 , whereas Bc max ::: 410 . The difference , 
between critical and maximum cone angle is greater than the differenco 
between critical and maximum plane -surface inclination (fig. 7) 
because there is an additional adiabatic compression between shock 
and cone surface. In fact, a small range of cone angles exists for 
each 110 for 'V'hich the flew beh:ind the shock is partly supersonic 
and partly subsonic; the subsonic flow is nearest the cone surface. 
The range of cone angles for which a mixed subsonic - supersonic 
field exists is determined by finding the limiting ec for Me::: 1.0 
and for Ml ::: 1 .0. Usin~ the curves for Me::: 2 .0, it is found from 
figure 7(a) that Ml::: 1.0 when the angle of deflection through the 
shock A is 22.70 . For this value of ' A, ~ from figure 4 is 61.30 
From figure 8, the cone, half-angle that produces this shock angle is 
determined to be 38.9° . This angle is then the limiting Bc for 
which the entire field behind the sheck is subsonic. The surface 
------------~- -------
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veloctty J llOwever J was already sonic for ec = 36.4
0 (fig. 11) . . 
From ec = 36 .40 to 38.9
0
, the sub8ontc-flow sector therefore 
increases gradually from the cone surface to the shock surface. 
9 
Determination of other flow variables. - In the appendix it is 
shownthat the velocity at any point depends only on the Mach number 
at tl'le point and upon the critical velocity, which is determined by 
free-stream conditions. The relation is plotted in dimensionless 
form in f igure 12. From tl1is figure} the velocity at the cone 
surface qe may be determined when Me has been found from fig-
ure 11 . Similarly the velocity iw.mediately behind the shock ql' 
or on the surface of an inclined plane, may be determi.ned when the 
Mach Dumber Ml has been found from figure 7. With thA velocity 
ratio and Mach number ratio knovm} the ratio of sound velocl ties may 
easily be calculated . The density ratio is then obtained (because 
a
2 
= !,p/p) from p/po:::; p/po (ao/a)2 and the static-temperature 
ratio, from t /to = (a/ao)2. 
Two-dimensional expansion around corners. - The charts 
presented have been concerned with flow conditions resulting from 
compressive deflection of the free stream. For the case of two-
dimensional objects) there are also simple relations to determine 
conditions after an expansion through any given angle from given 
initial conditions. These relations result from the Prandtl-Meyer 
theory of supersonic flow around corners. The theory itself will 
not be given but may be found in reference 5. According to this 
theory, the Mach number and the static pressure are functions only 
of the angle through which the flow is turned. 
These relations are plotted in figure 13} with the turning 
angle ~ as abscissa and the corresponding Mach number M) ratio 
of static to total pressure pip) and Mach angle ~ as ordinates . 
This chart is based on the initial condition that M:::; 1.0 for 
zero flow deflection (~= 0), The equations (19) and (20) used to 
plot these relations are given in the appendix. In order to use 
the chart for any other initial Mach number (within the range of the 
chart), it may be assumed that the flow has already been deflected 
through an angle ~l' vThich corresponds to the initial Mach number 
Ml assumed. The cond i tions of the flm., following an expansion of 
A degrees around a corner may then be obtained by reading the ordi-
nates for an abscissa \jJ = ~l + A. Because the Prandtl-Meyer theory 
is valid only for isentropic flm." it is only approximately accurate 
for compressive deflections resulting in shock waves. If the total-
pressure loss through the shock is negligible; however, figure 13 
may also be used to determine conditions resulting from compressive 
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deflection. For such compressive turning, conditions after a dtlflec-
t i 0n of A degrees are found by reading the ordinates at W == Wl - A, 
vTllere Wi is the abscissa corresllonding to the initial conditions. 
The accuracy of the approximation may be checked by obtaining corre-
sponding values from the shock charts (figs. 6 and 7). The use of the 
chart is illustrated in the following example: An airfoil with. a 
f;ynIDlet:~:ical -diamond pl'ofile having edge angles of 200 is placed in a 
uni.:t J rm air stream of Mach nnmber MO == 2 . 0 at an angle of attack 
of O. (See sketch, fig . 13.) The conditions in field (1) are deter-
mined from the shocl~ charts. From figure 6(a), the static-pressure 
ratio across the shock emanating from the leading edge is found to be 
1.70 ; the total-pressnre ratio, from figures 4 and 3 is 0 .983. The 
rat~o of static pressure to total pressure behind the shock is there-
fore 
where PO/PO is a simple function of Mach number and may be obtained 
t rom figure 13. For Me == 2.0, po/po =. 0.127; hence, P1fPl == 0 .220. 
For this ratio, it is found from the same set of curves that Ml == 1.64. 
Thane Values are the initial condItions for the subsequent expansion 
through 200 around tho midpoj.nt of the profile. The abscissa on fig-
ure 13 for these conditions (M1 = 1.64) is W = 16.20 • The abscissa 
1'01' the conditions efter the eXl.Jansion is W = 16.20 + 200 == 36.20 • 
'rile conditions on the rear surfaces of the airfoil are now read for 
this abscissa: M2 == 2 .39, P2/Pl == 0.072. 
The !·:!ach angle 13 i s useful if it is desired to plot the expan-
sion reeion; the ex~ansion takes place ~hrough a wedge-shaped region 
---- ----------------------~----~----
I • 
I 
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bm.mded by lines making angles of . [31 -I- 10° :;: 37 . 2° + 10° :;: 47 .2° and 
i3? - 10° :: 24 . 8° - 10° =: 14.8°, respectively, witb the free-stream 
direction. 
More complete charts for t he determination of flow conditions 
following expansion arotmd corners may be found in reference 10 . 
Flight Propulsion Reseal'ch Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics , 
Cleveland J Ohio, January 15 , 1947 . 
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APPENDIX - EQUATIONS USED FOR COMPUTING CHARTS 
A derivation of the equations that hold across an oblique shock 
may be found in reference' 1. The relations g1 ven in that reference 
are modified somewhat and rewritten in terms of more convenient vari -
ables. The modifications made are as follows : 
The relationsbet,'reen the static-pressure ratio across a shock 
Pl/PO) the angle of deflection thl'ough the shock A, and the shock 
nnGle CY, are as follows (reference 1) :po 238, equations 2.6 and 2.7) 
not~tions modified) 
= I(r-1l (1) 
( I' - 1) + (I' + 1) 1\ tan (cp - i\) Po Pl 
tan ( 90 - -cry = ( ) = 
+ (I' - 1) III Po I' + 1 
Po 
( 2) 
Because the quantity in the bracket of the denominator of equation (1) 
is equal to I' - ~l'fl-n2 equation (1) may be algebraLally converted 2 v' 
to 
where 
2 I' - 1 k == - -I' + 1 
(3 ) 
An alternative form of equation (2) , which gives A as an explicit 
function of cP or Pl/PO' may be derived. In the notation of fig -
ure 1, the conservation of mass flow) momentum, and energy equations 
may be wri tten 
I 
I • 
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Mass: 
Momentum: 
'LO = Ll 
2 2 Po + PONO = Pl + P1Nl = constant 
Energy: 
ao2 Q02 a12 q12 . acr2 
r - 1 + -2 = 'Y - 1 + 2 = 2k2 
From equation (6), 
13 
(4) 
(Sa) 
(Sb) 
(6) 
(7) 
From these equations, the velocity components in the horizontal and 
vert i cal directions are found to be (fig. 1): 
(8) 
= cot ~ {qO [1 - (1 - k2 ) cos2 ~J - acr2/q~ (9) 
where Nl was determined from the relation 
derived from equations 4 to 6 . 
Ifhe equation for A is nmv found by dividing equation (9) by 
equation (8) and rearranging terms and symbols with the help of 
equations (3) and (7): 
NACA TN No. 1373 
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Equations (3) and (10) were used to ~lot figures 4 to 6. 
equati on (3) becomes 
and equation (10) becomes 
tan A = (1 - k2) sin2 ~ cot ~ 
1 - (1 - k2 ) sin2 ~ 
(10) 
For Mo = c:c, 
(11) 
(12) 
The ratio Ml/Mo plotted in figure 7 was obtained from the identity 
The rat io ql/qO may be determined from equation (8): 
a 2 
(1 - k2 ) qo cos2 ~ + ~ 
q1 cos A = ul = go 
go go go 
,.,hich may be written as 
III _ 1 
= 1 _ p_o:o.-..-;::--
1Mo2 
(13) 
(14 ) 
- I 
- I 
I 
• 
I -
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The quantity Pl/PO is obtained from equation (2) 
= -,.-----
Figures 3 and 12, which apply for all flow across compr.ession 
shocles, may be determined from the above relations. For the ratio 
of total pressure across the shock , the general compressible-flow 
relation may be used: ~ 
)'-1 
,- 1'-1 2 il + -- - Ml 
Pl Pl I 2 
(15) 
Po 
=~ I · 
PO \ 1 + )'-1 M 2 J (16) 7 0 
Because Pl/PO and Ml are both functions only of A and 
HO (figs. 5 to 7) and, because A is a function only of MO and 
rp (f 19 . 4), the ratio Pl/P 0 may be plotted as a function of cp 
for various 1-10, as shown in figure 3 . 
Equation (7) shOyTS that the free-stream velocity depends only 
on the critical velocity and the free-stream Mach. number. Because 
acr is constant a cross a shock, equation (7) holds for all velocities before and after the shock. The ratio of any velocity to the free-
stream velocity may therefdre be written in the following form: 
)'-1 2 
- MO + 1 
= 
),-1 2 
1 + - MO 
2 . =(~)_. 2_ 
"MO ),-1 i2 /' MQ\ -, . 1 2 
-2- h + 1 \ M) +)'~ MO 
Equation (17) is plotted in figure 12 and may be used to determine 
(17) 
the velocity immediately after a shock ql if Ml has been determined 
or to determine the velocity at the cone surface qc if Mc has been 
found. 
~~-~.------------l 
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The Mach mUJiber at the cone surface i s determined from isentropic 
~omlression relations if the pressure and Mach number immediately af Ger 
the shock and the press ure at th~ cone surface are known. The relation 
is 
(18 ) 
i'There PI' M1 , and Pc may be det.ermined from figures 6, 7, and 10, 
:;:eSl)ect ively . - The ratio MclMo is plotted agains t ec in figure 11. 
The ang l e of deflect i on t hrough the shock A, from which Pl and Ml 
are det ermined, is found f rom figure 4 when the shock angle q:> has 
heel1 determined from figure 8 . 
The derivation of the Prandtl-~1eyer relations for flow around 
c ~rners is given in reference 5 . In t he notation of this paper and 
with the i nitial condition that \jJ = 0 when M=1.0, these relations 
( 'Plc)'t.ted in fig. 13) are given by the following equations: 
E.= P 
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Fi gs. 1, 2 
Figure 1.- Supersonic flow over inclined plane surface of 
infinite span and chord. 
Figur e 2.- Supersonic flow over axial l y symmetric cone. 
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Figure 3.- Relation between total-pressure ratio across shock and shock angle for 
various free-stream Mach numbers. Y, 1.40. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. Relation between static-pressure ratio across shock and angle 
of flow deflection for various free-stream Mach numbers. ~, 1.40. 
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FLgure 7.- Relation between Mach number ratio across shoek and angle of flow deflection for 
various free-stream Mach numbers. Y, 1.40. 
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Figure 10.- Continued. Relation between surface static-pressure ratio and cone half-
angle for various free-stream Mach numbers. 1, 1.40. 
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Figure 11.- Concluded. Relation between surface Mach number ratio and cone half-angle 
for various free-stream Mach numbers. Y, 1.40. 
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